Sustainable Development Award 2019

“Best Sustainable Development Communication”
by
Kingsmen C.M.T.I. Plc., Thailand

Why...!

Kingsmen C.M.T.I. Public Company Limited (the Company) has established since 1989, in Thailand as one of a service provider in stand design and build for trade shows and events industry. Services include organizer's requirement and exhibitors stand design and build.

Later in the year 2004, the company does involve more on marketing-event services that includes conceptual creative, design and build, operations management and fulfillment on-site. At present, the company offers full service for trade shows and events industry in Thailand and neighboring countries.
In order to provide qualitative services to clients, the company did apply for the ISO standard as a guideline to carry out proper process and standardized fulfillments to clients. Hence, the company was certified ISO 9001 version 2003, 2008 and recently 2015 in the year 2018.

In addition to ISO 9001-2015, the company has been implementing other measures to manage energy and waste consumption in all business operation as well as in-house production and operation units. We have been also initiated biodegradable materials and non-toxic food packaging in our premise. In the year 2013, Kingsmen C.M.T.I. had applied for the event sustainable management system and was certified by ISO 20121, being the first company in Thailand and Asia for the trade show service category.

Kingsmen C.M.T.I. Plc., has been listed in Thailand’s second board stock market or ‘Market for Alternative Investment’ (mai) in July 2015 and as being listed in stock market, the Stock Exchange Commission (SEC) of Thailand, require listed companies to comply with their rules and regulations as well as many code of conducts that also includes Sustainable Development Goals (SDG).
At the beginning of the year 2018, Kingsmen C.M.T.I. Plc. has been honored with the “Green Industry” certification from the Ministry of Industry on the basis of being an industrial company that complies with the policies on sustainability, resource control, climate change mitigation and pollution prevention on the mutual aim of contributing to the environment and society both inside and outside of the enterprise.

Kingsmen C.M.T.I. Plc., along with other 22 organizations, joined “Care the Bear: Change the Climate Change by Eco Event” organized by the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) on June 27, 2018. The program is in line with the UN 17 Sustainable Development Goals. Its purpose is to campaign with partners to prevent global warming by reducing Carbon footprint from event organizations.
Recently, the company had been awarded for UFI Sustainable Development Award 2018 for the best sustainable exhibiting in delivering sustainability components in exhibition booths and other operations.

We have set company mission - to create quality service under sustainable management standard for clients’ satisfaction and the best results to partners and investors. Furthermore, we have set company policy to respond to seventeen sustainable development goals set forth by the United Nations.

Beside of involvement of employee inside the company, we also involve neighborhood in company’s activities e.g. health-check, safety measures training, fire-prevention training, etc. in order to reduce potential incidents and hazardous impacts that may happen to the surrounding community and society.
We involve our partners and interested parties to understand our strategic intents and objectives in our sustainable development practices on regular basis via written communications, group meetings to assure their attention and participation.

The purpose of communications in regard to sustainable development is to get our message across to interested parties as well as other personals involved in event and trade shows organization. It is also important to get their acknowledgement towards our communication to assure that correct message has reached the right target at the right time.

There are several ways that the company implementing and carry-out during the past years. Such implementations are written communications, announcement to public, group meetings, conferences, events, social media/online communication, give-away items etc.

Written communications:
- This includes letter to interested parties to announce our intention and commitment to implementing sustainable development measures according to the event sustainable management system (ISO 20121), right after the company was certified by this standard. The letter has been sent to organizers, venue managers, service providers as well as temporary staff at the event.
- At each trade shows that we carry out the sustainable operations, we send the letter out to all interested parties and to get their acknowledgement in return to confirm their awareness and attention.
Announcement to public:
- Each and every exhibitor briefing and service providers meeting, we have announced the standard and practice that the company will be implementing at every event and inviting for their attention and conformation to sustainable practices. Such as show debris reduction and separation, energy saving and pollution control or safety measure for the company staff and workers at on-site operations.
- Some of the event such as press interviews and briefing, we have informed press members of our practices and implementation toward sustainable development standard certified to the company.

Group meetings:
- Meeting with internal staff, workers in order to share our policy and strategic direction towards sustainable development goal as well as production cost reduction by using sustainable materials / structure and recycle materials.
- Outside contractors meetings, annually and right before each shows edition, that we share our commitment towards sustainable development goal as well as other safety standard and practices that the company have been implementing since the past years and will continue to develop in the future.
- We aim to encourage those partners to adapt and adopt for their internal process and management. Although there is no concrete result to measure but we believe that regular and repetitive meetings to reiterate this sustainable measures, will encourage impacts and influence in their management behavior anyhow.

Conference
- At the industry conference that the company’s managing director was invited as speaker in sustainable development, we did share our approaches and directions toward sustainable management services, our best practices and lessons we have learnt to other industry professionals in global markets.
- Annual conference with company partners to announce the company vision and mission to take sustainable approaches.

Events:
- The company has organized our marketing event “K-Forum” annually to create awareness and attention for company business and our sustainable development measures as well as applying sustainable material in decorating and booth designing.
- At every trade shows that the company has been exhibiting, we have involved the sustainable practices, such as give-away items, QR code to link to company’s collaterals instead of hard-copy printing.
- Some of our events or other events that we served our clients, we recommended and offered on-line and on-site paperless registration in order to manage event sustainably.
- At events or trade shows that we took part as official service provider, we appoint company’s sustainable stewardship team of ISO20121 and safety to patrolling on floor in order to supervise and control safety and standard procedures to assure correct operations. In addition, we provided waste-bins to separate
type of waste to general / recycle and hazardous materials, at area visible to customers and visitors at the show, to create their awareness and attention to the needs to separate trashes before tossing.

Social media/online communications:
- Several ways of social media and online communications have been used as another means to announce and share our sustainable development approaches, sustainable management and its activities.
- We implement communication through Facebook, other chat/messaging apps from time to time about our sustainable events and practices.

Give-away items
- As common as other organizations, give-away items or souvenirs have been made to handout to clients and potentials as well as influencers. We decided to produce sustainable or recycled materials for each product.
- Such products are RePET (recycled plastic bottles) laptop bag, biodegradable food containers, biodegradable corn fiber pen, tiffin carriers etc. This would be a prominent tool that recipients will always refer to and recognize the purpose of that item.
What…!

After the show ended, some of legacy left over to the venue, the company’s partners, other stand builders as well as visitors at the show on safety and waste management.

The company did achieve its objective to create awareness and established right mind-set of interested parties in whatever company is doing for exhibitions and events business, on sustainable development.

Not only at site but also at the office premises or workshops that all parties involved will have to comply with sustainable measures, energy conservation, safety precaution, and legal employment according to Thai law.

In addition, those interested parties involve in work process with the company will also be informed and alerted for the awareness of this sustainable practices and bring best practices to their premise for their operation process improvement and development.

The company will continue to improve our sustainable practices, measures by internal quality auditors (IQA) to our current events, although not all projects that we have done are fully implemented on the sustainable practices but all employee involved in that particular projects have been alerted to gear toward the sustainable practices sooner or later.

In conclusion, this sustainable development measures will be continued and will be monitored for an outcome and impacts to social, economics and environments aspects. In the mean time, we are monitoring and following up with our interested parties on the sustainable development aspect that we have proceeded.
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